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            Kinds of Music 

JAZZ 

REGGAE 

PUNK 

POST/ROCK 



    
   Ancient Greek Musical Instruments 
 
The following were among the instruments used in the music of ancient Greece: 

◦ String : lyre, guitar, barbitos, harp 

◦ Wind : aulos, Pan pipes, hydraulis, salpinx 

◦ Percussion : Crotala, Koudounia, Tympanum 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aulos
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://previews.123rf.com/images/seamartini/seamartini1603/seamartini160300240/53837553-Architecture-music-and-art-symbols-of-ancient-Greece-with-profile-of-antique-greek-theater-actress-s-Stock-Vector.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.123rf.com/photo_53837553_architecture-music-and-art-symbols-of-ancient-greece-with-profile-of-antique-greek-theater-actress-s.html&docid=p4vEdaplKuzidM&tbnid=OExXu--Lb-HunM:&vet=1&w=1300&h=1300&bih=623&biw=1024&q=music in ancient greece&ved=0ahUKEwjhtO2-govSAhVBlhQKHSP-AU84yAEQMwgLKAkwCQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.buzzle.com/images/musical-instruments/ancient-greek-musical-instrument-syrinx.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.buzzle.com/articles/ancient-greek-musical-instruments.html&docid=88rNVDKfJNQp1M&tbnid=Koo4O7TV6kRNIM:&vet=1&w=300&h=205&bih=623&biw=1024&q=music in ancient greece&ved=0ahUKEwi0xN21govSAhUDtxQKHfZBBVY4ZBAzCCIoHzAf&iact=mrc&uact=8


       Music in Ancient Greece 

The music of ancient Greece was almost universally present in their society, from 

marriages, funerals, and religious ceremonies to theatre, folk music, and the ballad-like 

reciting of epic poetry. It played an important role in the lives of ancient Greeks. The 

word music comes from the Muses, the daughters of Zeus and patron goddesses of 

creative and intellectual efforts poetry. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_ancient_Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatre_of_ancient_Greece
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://bp3.blogger.com/_9etVnS4R1As/SBrSTLfH-FI/AAAAAAAAEB8/rK6NqQnYakQ/s400/000009GreeceFluteAndAerialHarp.GIF.gif&imgrefurl=http://markalburgermusichistory.blogspot.com/2008/01/anonymous-athenian-b-c-168-bc.html&docid=VkBTpC-jW31wOM&tbnid=bS50MVxocFc0IM:&vet=1&w=302&h=209&bih=623&biw=1024&q=music in ancient greece&ved=0ahUKEwjhtO2-govSAhVBlhQKHSP-AU84yAEQMwgwKC4wLg&iact=mrc&uact=8


        Music in Middle Ages 

Woodwind instruments were popular in the Middle Ages and were almost exclusively 
made from wood. 

The development of Middles Ages music stems from Jewish musical traditions.  Christians 
adopted the use of plainsong chanting Psalms for use in their liturgy.  These early chants 
tended to be very simple in composition, but over time became more advanced and 
complex. 

Whereas art tended to be almost exclusively within the realm of the Church, music had 
both secular and religious uses.  Within church services, prayers were often chanted and 
throughout the Middle Ages were set to polyphonic music.  The early medieval chants 
used a small tonal range and used only a single note at a time, but this evolved to more 
varied and complex compositions. 

Musical notation was in its early stages during the Middle Ages, and, as a result, 
compositions were transmitted as a sort of oral tradition instead of written sheet music.   



          Music in Modern Ages 

20th-century classical music describes orchestral works, chamber music, solo instrumental works 

(including keyboard music), electronic music, choral music, songs, operas, ballets, concertos, 

symphonies, and related forms, as well as fantasies, rhapsodies, fugues, passacaglias and 

chaconnes, variations, oratorios, cantatas, suites, improvisational and newly developed formal 

concepts such as variable and mobile forms, that have been written and performed since 1900. This 

era was without a dominant style and composers have created highly diverse kinds of music. 

Modernism, impressionism, post-romanticism, neoclassicism, expressionism, and, later, minimalism 

were all important movements. 



     The role of music in education 

The provision of high quality music education is a concern for years pursuing educational music. The position of 
music education in Greek education system and the quality of music education today is clearly much better than 

what 30 years ago.However, no one can deny that many steps can and should be done. Of course, we need a 
care in the use of the case for music education, resulting from the findings of such investigations. Whether the 
music education should be utilitarian-utilitarian or aim at aesthetic treatment alone has been a point of 
confrontation. According to the utilitarian perspective, music education is important because it has a positive 
effect on other skills, such as academic performance, the climate of cooperation and socialization.  The teacher 
of music with the dual of the status of the teacher and the artist can exploit the power of art to provide a haven of 

peace in a time of vertiginous, promote collaborative spirit and social interaction in an era of unprecedented 
isolation and hysterical competition , inspire creativity, critical thinking and freedom of expression, at a time when 
we want passive, spineless and inactive, to bring out the beauty of art in an era aesthetic ugliness and spiritual 
debasement. 



            Music and Health 

For many years it has been known that music can have a psychological effect on the listener. A 

rhythmic beat similar to what is found in the beat of modern music can have an uplifting effect, 

whereas melody and harmony often combine to have a calming effect. But music can have more 

measurable effects on people. These can include changes in heart rate, blood pressure and the 

rate at which we breath. It has also been suggested that electrical activity in the brain can be 

affected by listening to music. Experiments were recently carried out to see if listening to the right 

kind of music can reduce the level of pain a patient feels during an operation. 
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